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Abstract
Derivations in the minimalist programm (MP) frequently encounter competition between elementary operations. A way in MP to resolve such competitions is to assume preference principles, the most prominent being “Merge
before Move” (Chomsky 2000). Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013) discuss competition between Agree and Move. There, either Agree must be procrastinated
in favor of Move or the other way round. Procrastination, in turn, suggests
constraint violability and thus an optimality theoretic account. While it is, in
principle, possible to formulate an inviolable constraint such that it mimics
the effects of two interacting violable constraints, such a move is arguably conceptually unattractive as it requires the constraint in question to be complex.
Moreover, if it turns out that there are scenarios where the general preference
expressed by the constraint is exceptionally reversed, then it has to be complicated further, shedding serious doubt on its plausibility. In this paper, we argue
that scenarios of exceptional preference reversal do indeed exist. In optimality theory, they are captured straightforwardly by assuming a higher ranked
constraint that brings about the change.

1. Introduction
Syntactic derivations in feature based theories such as the minimalist programm (Chomsky 1995, 2000, 2001) often involve competition between elementary operations. This means that there are derivational stages where more
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than one operation may in principle apply. Assuming a general earliness requirement (Pesetsky 1989, Chomsky 1995: 233, Lasnik 1999: 198), operations
apply as soon as their context for application is present. But if there is no simultaneous rule application in grammar (see Epstein and Seely 2002; contra
Pullum 1979, Chomsky 2008), then a conflict arises: More than one operation should apply immediately, yet only one of them can be executed at each
step. Consequently, competition between operations can arise, which must be
resolved by giving preference to (ranking) one or the other operation.
For instance, Chomsky (1995, 2000) observes that there are derivational
stages where both Merge (external Merge, EM) and Move (internal Merge,
IM) can in principle apply. Chomsky (1995, 2000) argues on the basis of contrasts such as (1) that there is a general preference to apply Merge before Move.
(1)

a. There1 seems [ TP t1 to be [ PP someone2 in the room ]]
b. *There1 seems [ TP someone2 to be [ PP t2 in the room ]]

The embedded SpecT-position in (1) can be filled in two ways: Either someone
moves or the expletive there is merged. If there is merged, then it can undergo
movement to the matrix SpecT-position at some later step, deriving (1-a). If
someone moves to the embedded SpecT first, then there will be merged into
the higher SpecT later, deriving the ungrammatical (1-b). In order to block
(1-b), Chomsky (2000) proposes the preference principle in (2).
(2)

Merge before Move:
Suppose that the derivation has reached stage Σ n , and Σ n+1 is a legitimate instance of Merge, and Σ′n+1 is a legitimate instance of Move. Then,
Σ n+1 is to be preferred over Σ′n+1 .

The question arises as to whether the order of Merge and Move can be derived from more general assumptions about the make-up of these operations.
Chomsky (2000) suggests that Merge is simpler than Move because Move
might be Merge plus Agree, plus Pied Piping, etc., which should explain the
preference in terms of economy. However, in contrast to this, Chomsky (2013)
states that, if anything, Move should be simpler than Merge “since it requires
vastly less search” because external Merge “must access the workspace of already generated objects and the lexicon”. It is also worth noting that on the
basis of Chomsky’s (2000) assumptions about the complexity of Merge and
Move (with Move emerging as less simple, i.e., more specific), the specificity-
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based preference principle for ordering operations postulated by Koutsoudas
(1966, 1973) and Pullum (1979) (also see van Koppen 2005, Lahne 2012, and
Georgi 2013 for similar more recent concepts) would in fact also predict a reverse Move before Merge outcoume. Perhaps the lack of an uncontroversial,
obvious evaluation metric for ordering the two operations can be taken to
indicate that both resolutions are in principle available in natural languages:
Conflicts between elementary operations are resolved by ranking (giving preference to one of the two options), but there is no inherently fixed resolution
strategy.1
Thus, sometimes the order of applying Merge and Move is underdetermined. The conflict can be resolved by ranking the requirements:
The highest-ranked requirement is satisfied immediately; lower-ranked ones
must remain unsatisfied at the current derivational step. Such unsatisfiability
does not lead to a crash of the derivation and thus suggests an analysis in
terms of violable constraints.
While (2) is (mildly) transderivational in nature, one may argue that it does
not require violability of the constraint demanding the application of Move
(which is procrastinated due to the preference principle): If the constraint
does not require movement as such but rather the filling of some specifier position, then it can be equally well fulfilled by Merge. However, it has been
argued that there is also competition between Agree and Move (see Assmann,
Georgi et al. 2013), two operations for which it is less likely that their application is reducable to an identical trigger. Thus, in this case either Agree must be
procrastinated in favor of Move or the other way round. Procrastination, in
turn, presupposes constraint violability and thus suggests an optimality theoretic account. While it is, in principle, possible to formulate an inviolable
constraint that mimics the effects of two interacting violable constraints, such
a move is conceptually unattractive as it requires the constraint to be complex. What is more, if there are scenarios where the preference expressed by
the complex constraint is exceptionally reversed, then the constraint must be
further complicated, increasing the conceptual burden of the approach and
thus rendering an alternative approach in terms of violable constraints more
plausible.

1

And perhaps there are also systematic conflicts and resolutions among different types of
Move, as in intermediate vs. criterial movement steps; see Georgi (2013).
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In section 2, we briefly report the analysis of Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013).
There, it is suggested that resolving the competition between Move and Agree
in morphologically ergative languages by giving preference to Move over
Agree accounts for a restriction on ergative movement (on the TP cycle) in
these languages. At the same time, the analysis explains the absence of a parallel restriction on accusative movement in morphologically accusative languages, where the competition between Move and Agree is resolved by giving
Agree preference over Move.2
Based on this background, we then illustrate in section 3 that movement in
accusative encoding systems (where Move is usually procrastinated in favor of
Agree) is in some contexts accelerated, so that it applies before Agree. Further
we illustrate in section 4 that movement in ergative encoding systems (where
Move usually applies before Agree) is in some contexts decelerated, so that it
applies after Agree. This accounts for a priori unexpected mobility restrictions
on dative arguments in German, and for a priori unexpected movement options for ergative arguments in Chol, Basque, Avar, and Pitjantjatjara. The upshot will be that the effects illustrated in sections 3 and 4 can straightforwardly
be derived in an optimality-theoretic approach (they signal the presence of
more specific, higher-ranked constraints). However, as suggested above, they
are less straightforwardly derivable in a more orthodox minimalist approach.
Finally note that the reasoning presented here presupposes an extremely local, derivational approach to optimization. In other words, the domain for optimization (conflict resolution) is the minimal derivational step (Epstein and
Seely 2002, Heck and Müller 2007, 2013, McCarthy 2010). If the optimization
domain is larger than the step-level, wrong empirical predictions are made.

2.
2.1.

Move vs. Agree: A Constraint on Ergative Movement
The Phenomenon

The starting point of Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013) is the observation that in
many morphologically ergative languages ergative arguments (DPerg ) cannot
undergo Ā-movement, i.e., they cannot undergo wh-movement, focussing, or
relativization (see Campana 1992, Aldridge 2004, Stiebels 2006, Coon et al.
2

The relevant rankings for ergative type languages and accusative type languages are independently motivated by the theory of argument encoding proposed in Müller (2009).
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2011, Deal 2012). (3) briefly illustrates this for wh-movement in the Mayan
language Kaqchickel.
(3)

Wh-movement of DPerg vs. DPabs in Kaqchikel (Mayan):
a. *achike n-Ø-u-löq’
jun sik’iwuj?
q
incompl-3sg.abs-3sg.erg-buy indef book
‘Who buys a book?’
b. atux n-Ø-u-löq’
a Carlos?
q incompl-3sg.abs-3sg.erg-buy cl Carlos
‘What does Carlos buy?’
c. achike ri n-Ø-tze’en?
q
det incompl-3sg.abs-laugh
‘Who laughs?’

(3-a) involves wh-movement of an ergative subject, which is ungrammatical.3
Nothing is wrong with wh-moving a subject per se, as the grammatical case
of wh-movement of a absolutive marked subject in (3-c) illustrates. Finally,
wh-movement of an absolutive marked object (3-b) is also impeccable.
Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013) propose an account of the restriction on Āmovement of the ergative DP that is co-argument based. The leading idea is
that there is nothing wrong with movement of the ergative marked external
argument as such. Rather, movement of the ergative invariably leads to maraudage of the absolutive case provided for the internal argument, thus leaving the internal argument caseless, which leads to a violation of the case filter
(Rouveret and Vergnaud 1980).
2.2.

Theoretical Assumptions

To begin with, the clause structure in (4) in assumed in Assmann, Georgi et
al. (2013).
(4)

Clause structure:
[ CP C [ TP T [ vP DPext [ v′ v [ VP V DP int ]]]]]

3
Strictly speaking, argument DPs in Mayan languages do not bear overt case markers, but
ergative and absolutive DPs trigger different kinds of agreement: DP e x t triggers ergative agreement whereas DP i nt and the sole argument of an intransitive verb trigger absolutive agreement.
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The internal argument DP int is the complement of the verb. The external argument DPext is introduced as the specifier of the functional head v (Chomsky
1995, Kratzer 1996), which takes VP as its complement. There are two other
functional heads above v, namely T and C.
Next, following Chomsky (1995), all operations are assumed to be featuredriven in Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013). Agree is triggered by probe features
(5-a). Merge (external and internal) is triggered by subcategorization/edge
features (Svenonius 1994, Sternefeld 2006, Chomsky 2007, 2008), see (5-b).
(5)

Two types of features that drive operations:
a. Probe features trigger Agree: [∗F∗].
b. Subcategorization features/edge features trigger Merge: [●F●].

The definitions of the operations Merge, Move, and Agree (cf. Chomsky 2001),
which are driven by these features, are given in (6)–(8), respectively. Note
that some features may lack a value, which they must acquire by entering into
Agree with another feature that bears a value (Chomsky 2000, 2001). A feature
[F] that lacks a value is rendered as [F:◻].
(6)

Merge:
α can undergo merge with β, yielding [ α β ], if α bears a structurebuilding feature [●F●] and F is the label of β.

(7)

Move:
Move is Merge, with β internal to α.

(8)

Agree:
α agrees with β with respect to a feature bundle Γ iff (a) and (b) hold:
a. α bears a probe feature [∗F∗] in Γ and may thereby provide the
α-value for a matching goal feature [F] of β in Γ.
b. α m-commands β.

Note that (8-b) permits an Agree relation between a head and its specifier.
Incidentally, Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013) assume that Agree by a head H
with its (innermost) specifier is not only possible but is actually preferred over
Agree by H with any item bearing another structural relation towards H (see
Chomsky 1986, 1995, Kayne 1989, Koopman 2006 for related proposals; Béjar
and Řezáč 2009 express a similar idea with the bias inversed). This principle
is dubbed the Specifier-Head Bias in Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013):
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Specifier-Head Bias (SHB):
Agree between (first) specifier and head is preferred to other instances
of Agree.

To a certain extent, (9) replaces standard minimality conditions such as Relativized Minimality (Rizzi 1990) or the Minimal Link Condition (Fanselow
1991, Ferguson 1993, Chomsky 1995), though with a somewhat different empirical coverage. Müller (2004, 2011) argues that further effects usually accounted for by standard minimality conditions can be derived from the PIC
(see below). At the same time, the SHB is compatible with equi-distance
effects, which pose a problem for path-based, or closest c-command-based,
definitions of minimality. It is therefore assumed in Assmann, Georgi et al.
(2013) that minimality as such does not exist and that the effects traditionally
attributed to it derive from independent principles (such as SHB and PIC).
The designated constraints in (10) and (11) ensure that Merge (incl. Move)
and Agree must take place as soon as their context of application is present
(Heck and Müller 2007, 2013).4 This derives the earliness requirement for
syntactic operations that was mentioned above.
(10)

Agree Condition (AC):
Probes ([∗F∗]) participate in Agree.

(11)

Merge Condition (MC):
Structure-building features ([●F●]) participate in Merge.

Every argument must receive structural case in the syntax (so as not to violate
some form of the case filter). Structural case is assigned by the heads v and
T under Agree. By standard assumption, T and v have valued case probe features that assign their value α to DPs with an unvalued case feature [case:◻].
Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013) follow Murasugi (1992) (see also Jelinek 1993,
Ura 2000, Müller 2009) in assuming that in ergative as well as in accusative
4
In what follows, we will mainly be concerned with the interaction of Agree and Move, so
for the most part, MC could just as well stand for Move Condition rather than for Merge
Condition. Notwithstanding the considerations concerning possible orders of Merge and
Move towards the end of section 1, assuming a more general Merge Condition comprising both operations might be argued to be conceptually preferable. More importantly in the
present context, it also turns out to be crucial (at least for the data considered in this paper)
when extraction options (i.e., phenomena related to Move) are closely tied to basic argument
encoding patterns (i.e., phenomena related to Merge); see below.
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languages T assigns the unmarked structural case (i.e., nominative = absolutive) and v assigns the marked structural case (i.e., ergative = accusative). In
intransitive contexts only T is active, so the single argument receives the unmarked case.
More specifically, the assumption is that there is a single structural case feature [case]. This feature can have the two values ext(ernal) and int(ernal).
The unmarked case (nominative/absolutive) is represented as the external
case [case:ext] and the marked case (ergative/accusative) as the internal case
[case:int]. Since T assigns unmarked external case and v assigns the marked
internal case, these heads bear the following probe features:
(12)

The role of T and v in argument encoding:
a. T bears [∗case:ext∗] that instantiates [case:ext] on DP.
b. v bears [∗case:int∗] that instantiates [case:int] on DP.

Turning to the issue of locality, Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013) suggest that
movement that starts from within the vP-domain and targets SpecC must
obligatorily make an intermediate movement step to SpecT. This is achieved
by assuming that, generally, movement takes place successive-cyclically, from
one XP edge domain to the next one higher up (see Sportiche 1989: 36, 45-47,
Boeckx 2003: 16-25, Müller 2004, Chomsky 2005: 18, among others). Given
the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC; Chomsky 2001) in (13) and the notion of edge in (14), this follows automatically if every XP is a phase.
(13)

Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC; Chomsky 2001):
The domain of a head X of a phase XP is not accessible to operations
outside XP; only X and its edge are accessible to such operations.

(14)

Edge:
The edge of a head X comprises all specifiers of X (and adjuncts to XP).

Additionally, it must be ensured in a theory of syntax where all operations
are feature-driven that intermediate steps of movement as required under the
PIC are possible in the first place. A standard assumption here is that category neutral edge features ([●X●]) can be inserted on all intervening phase
heads (Chomsky 2007, 2008). These edge features then trigger intermediate
movement steps.
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The following assumptions pertain to the activity of structural case features
and the way that probe features and the goals they enter into Agree with are
paired off. First, suppose that a structural case goal G can enter into Agree
with a case probe P even if G has already acquired a value via Agree with another probe P′ at a previous stage of the derivation. That is, structural case
features on arguments remain active throughout the derivation. This is explicitly stated in (15) (cf. Merchant 2006).
(15)

Activity of structural case features:
Structural case features act as active goals.

Independent motivation for (15) comes from the existence of case stacking, as
it exists in some of the world’s languages (see Andrews 1996, Nordlinger 1998,
Richards 2007, Merchant 2006).
Imagine now a situation where an argument with a structural case goal G
enters into a Spec/head configuration with a functional head that bears a case
probe P. Assume that P has not yet entered into Agree and that it is ultimately
supposed to provide a value for another case goal G′ . In this situation, P must
enter into Agree with G (instead of G′ ) due to the Specifier-Head Bias, even
though G has already acquired a case value while G′ has not. In this way,
G marauds the functional head by taking away its case probe, which should
normally be reserved for G′ (see Georgi et al. 2009 on maraudage; similar
concepts are suggested in Chomsky 2001, Abels 2003, Anagnostopoulou 2005,
Adger and Harbour 2007, Béjar and Řezáč 2009.)
The situation is abstractly depicted in (16). The configuration in (16-a)
may involve Agree between [∗case:ext∗] on X and [case:int] on α or not.
If Agree involves [case:int], this leads to a crash of the derivation because
there remains an unchecked [case:◻] on β. If, however, [∗case:ext∗] enters
into Agree with [case:◻] on β, then the derivation converges, which is sufficient to ensure grammaticality. The situation is different in (16-b). Here, α
is in a Spec/head configuration with X. Thus, the SHB forces Agree between
[∗case:ext∗] and [case:int], thereby leaving [case:◻] on β without a value. It
follows that (16-b) invariably leads to a crash.
(16)

a.
b.

[ X′ X[∗case∶ext∗] [ ZP . . . α [case∶int] . . . β [case∶◻] . . . ]]
[ XP α [case∶int] [ X′ X[∗case∶ext∗] [ ZP . . . tα . . . β [case∶◻] . . . ]]]
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Recall in this context Assmann, Georgi et al.’s (2013) assumption that there is
no minimality condition. Given general activity of structural case goals, this
is necessary to ensure convergence of at least one of the derivations based on
(16-a). However, it is not sufficient. What is needed in addition is that both
α and β are PIC-accessible to X in (16). This implies that the PIC is slightly
less restrictive, as eventually proposed in Chomsky (2001), or that Agree operations can escape the PIC, as suggested by Bošković (2007), among others.
A question arises as to how multiple case agreement is possible. The presupposition behind (15) is that Agree of [case:int] on α with a conflicting
[∗case:ext∗] on X is harmless as such. α simply maintains its original feature
value, which then accordingly surfaces in morphology; or α adds the new
case feature, leading to case stacking (cf. Assmann, Edygarova et al. 2013).
However, [∗case:ext∗] on X is then discharged, and not available for further
operations anymore.
Finally, Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013) adopt an idea put forward in Müller
(2009) that ergative type languages vs. accusative type languages are distinguished by the relative ordering of Merge and Agree: The ranking MC ≫
AC derives ergative type encoding systems (by assigning the internal case of
v to the external argument in Specv, due to the SHB which preferes Specv
to CompV if both external and internal argument are present in the structure when AC needs to be satisfied), while the reversed ranking generates
accusative type encoding systems (by assigning the internal case of v to the
internal argument in the VP, which is the only DP requiring structural case
that is present at the point of the derivation where AC must be satisfied under
this ranking, with Merge of the external argument delayed).
In the following section, we introduce an optimality theoretic variant of the
analysis of Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013), which our arguments in sections 3
and 4 will then be based upon.
2.3.
2.3.1.

Analysis
Displacement in Languages with Ergative Encoding Patterns

According to Müller (2009), the ordering conflict between Merge and Agree
in a morphologically ergative language is resolved by the ranking MC ≫ AC.
Imagine a situation where DPext is a wh-phrase that is supposed to undergo
Ā-movement (wh-movement, relativization, focus movement) and ultimately
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show up in some SpecC-position. The details of deriving the ergative encoding system need not concern us here. It is sufficient to recall that v assigns
internal case (= ergative). It follows that DPext must have its case feature valued as ergative while it still resides in the m-command domain of v, i.e., upon
completion of the vP. At this point, DP int still bears an unvalued case probe,
awaiting valuation by T, see (17-a).5
Suppose now T is introduced into the structure. Given the PIC, DPext needs
to move from Specv to SpecT if it is to undergo subsequent movement to
SpecC. Based on the null hypothesis that the ranking MC ≫ AC that leads
to ergative type encoding systems on the vP-cycle is also maintained on the
TP cycle, movement of DPext (as an instance of internal Merge) will have to
precede Agree of T with DP int , which has not yet valued its case feature (as
absolutive), see (17-b). The optimization of this derivational step is illustrated
in tableau T1 .
(17)

a.

Structure after T is merged:
TP
T

vP

[●x●]
[∗c:ext∗]

DP

v′

[c:int]

v

VP

[∗c:int∗]

V
b.

DP

[c:◻]

MC ≫ AC triggers movement of DPext first:
TP
DP

T′

[c:int]

T

vP

[∗c:ext∗]

t

v′
v

VP

[∗c:int∗]

V

5

DP

[c:◻]

Here and henceforth, case probe features that have participated in Agree are signalled by
underlining in trees; they are rendered here only so as to enhance perspicuity.
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c.

Specifier-Head Bias triggers maraudage of T:
TP
DP

T′

[c:int]

T

vP

[∗c:ext∗]

t

v′
v

VP

[∗c:int∗]

V

DP

[c:◻]

Finally, given the SHB, DPext will next maraud T’s case probe, see (17-c). The
relevant optimization is given in tableau T2 . The internal argument DP will
consequently remain without a valued case feature. Assuming that all DPs
must have their case features valued eventually (and assuming that there is
no such thing as a default case in a normal transitive clause where all arguments could in principle get their cases valued), the derivation will crash. In a
nutshell, ergative movement is impossible because it applies too early, thereby
bleeding absolutive case assignment to DP int .
T1 : Ergative movement, step 1: Move
Input: [T′ T[*case:ext*],[●X●] [vP DP[case:int] [v′ v . . .
. . . DP[case:◻] . . . ]]]]
SHB MC AC
☞ O1 : [TP DP[case:int] [T′ T[*case:ext*] [vP t [v′ v . . .
*
. . . DP[case:◻] . . . ]]]]
O2 : [T′ T[●X●] [vP DP[case:int] [v′ v . . . DP[case:int] . . . ]]]
*!
T2 : Ergative movement, step 2: Agree (maraudage)
Input: [TP DP[case:int] [T′ T[*case:ext*] [vP t [v′ v . . .
. . . DP[case:◻] . . . ]]]]
SHB MC AC
☞ O1 : [TP DP[case:ext,int] [T′ T [vP t [v′ v . . .
. . . DP[case:◻] . . . ]]]]
O2 : [TP DP[case:int] [T′ T [vP t [v′ v . . . DP[case:ext] . . . ]]]] *!
It is assumed here that a violation of the case filter eventually leads to a crash
of the derivation. This means that an unvalued case feature represents an instance of Grimshaw’s (1994) “no good output” approach to absolute ungram-
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maticality (or ‘ineffability’): The optimal candidate is characterized by a property that gives rise to problems at the interfaces.
Next, consider the case where DP int undergoes Ā-movement. First, DPext
is merged in an inner Specv and DP int moves into an outer Specv, triggered
by an edge feature inserted in v. These operations apply first, given the ranking MC ≫ AC. After this, DPext enters into Agree with the case probe on v,
thereby receiving ergative case (18-a).6
(18)

Legitimate movement of DPabs :
a.
Structure after T is merged
TP
T

vP

[●x●]
[∗c:ext∗]

DP

v′

[c:◻]

DP

v′

[c:int]

v

VP

[∗c:int∗]

V
b.

t

Merge before Agree triggers movement of DPabs first
TP
DP

T′

[c:◻]

T

vP

[∗c:ext∗]

t′

v′
DP

v′

[c:int]

v

VP

[∗c:int∗]

V

t

6
The SHB blocks Agree between DP i nt and v. This raises the question as to what prevents
DP i nt from occupying the innermost specifier (leaving the outer specifier for DP e x t ) and thus
receiving internal case. Such a derivation would wrongly lead to an accusative encoding pattern. To block it, Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013) assume a preference for Merge over Move.
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If DP int is to remain accessible for further movement (to SpecC), it first has
to raise to SpecT. MC ≫ AC forces this intermediate movement step to apply
before Agree values absolutive case on DP int , see (18-b). Tableau T3 illustrates
the optimization. Finally, the case probe on T enters into Agree with the case
feature on DP int , valuing the latter as absolutive (18-c). As DPext has already
received its case value on the vP-level, the derivation converges. The optimization is shown in tableau T4 .
(18)

c.

Finally, Agree with T ensures external case of DPabs ; no maraudage
TP
DP

T′

[c:ext]

T

vP

[∗c:ext∗]

t′

v′
DP

[c:int]

v′
v

VP

[∗c:int∗]

V

t

T3 : Absolutive movement, step 1: Move
Input: [T′ T[*case:ext*],[●X●] [vP DP[case:◻] . . .
. . . [v′ DP[case:int] [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]]
SHB MC AC
′
☞ O1 : [TP DP[case:◻] [T′ T[*case:ext*] [vP t . . .
*
. . . [v′ DP[case:int] [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]]]
O2 : [T′ T[●X●] [vP DP[case:ext] . . .
*!
. . . [v′ DP[case:int] [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]]

T4 : Absolutive movement, step 2: Agree (with SpecT)
Input: [TP DP[case:◻] [T′ T[*case:ext*] [vP t′ . . .
. . . [v′ DP[case:int] [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]]]
SHB MC AC
′
☞ O1 : [TP DP[case:ext] [T′ T [vP t . . .
. . . [v′ DP[case:int] [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]]]
O2 : [TP DP[case:◻] [T′ T [vP t′ . . .
*!
. . . [v′ DP[case:ext/int] [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]]]
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2.3.2. Displacement in Languages with Accusative Encoding Patterns
We now illustrate how the approach in Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013) accounts
for the absence of a parallel restriction on movement of the accusative argument in morphologically accusative type languages.
According to Müller (2009), the ranking in accusative type languages is AC
≫ MC. This ranking, giving rise to an accusative pattern in the first place (on
the vP cycle), is also active on the TP cycle. Thus, in a derivation where DP int
is supposed to undergo extraction, it will target an outer specifier of vP after
its case feature has been valued accusative by the probe on v (19-a). Once T is
merged, AC ≫ MC ensures that case on DPext gets valued nominative before
DP int moves on to SpecT, see (19-b) and tableau T5 .
(19)

Legitimate movement of DPacc :
a. Structure after T is merged
TP
T

[●x●]
[∗c:ext∗]

vP
v′

DP

[c:int]

v′

DP

[c:◻]

v

VP

[∗c:int∗]

V
b.

t

No maraudage: AC ≫ MC triggers case valuation of DPext next
TP
T

[●x●]
[∗c:ext∗]

vP
v′

DP

[c:int]

v′

DP

[c:ext]

v

VP

[∗c:int∗]

V

t
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Finally, movement of DP int takes place to SpecT
TP
T′

DP

[c:int]

T

vP

[∗c:ext∗]

t′

v′
v′

DP

[c:ext]

v

VP

[∗c:int∗]

V

t

Finally, in the last step DP int moves on to SpecT to satisfy an edge feature on
the T-head. This is shown in (19-c) and tableau T6 , respectively.
T5 : Accusative Movement, step 1: Agree
Input: [T′ T[*case:ext*],[●X●] [vP DP[case:int] . . .
. . . [v′ DP[case:◻] [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]]
SHB AC MC
′
O1 : [TP DP[case:int] [T′ T[*case:ext*] [vP t . . .
*!
′
′
. . . [v DP[case:◻] [v v . . . t . . . ]]]]]
☞ O2 : [T′ T[●X●] [vP DP[case:int] . . .
*
. . . [v′ DP[case:ext] [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]]

T6 : Accusative Movement, step 2: Move
Input: [T′ T[●X●] [vP DP[case:int] . . .
. . . [v′ DP[case:ext] [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]]
SHB AC MC
′
☞ O1 : [TP DP[case:int] [T′ T [vP t . . .
. . . [v′ DP[case:ext] [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]]]
☞ O2 : [TP DP[case:ext] [T′ T [vP DP[case:int] . . .
. . . [v′ t′ [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]]
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Nothing so far rules out O2 in T6 . However, because of the PIC, only DPext
can move on. Eventually, this leads to unchecked operator features on the
attracting head and DP int , and thus to a crash of the derivation.
Finally consider a derivation involving Ā-movement of DPext . Similarly to
movement of DP int in ergative type systems, there is no problem for movement of DPext in accusative type systems because DP int has already been assigned case when DPext moves. As (20-a) shows, the case feature of DP int is
valued as accusative already within vP. When T has been merged, AC ≫ MC
dictates valuation of the case feature of DPext to apply before movement of
DPext , see (20-b) and tableau T7 . Finally, when all cases have been valued,
DPext moves to SpecT, see (20-c) and tableau T8 . From there, it can move on
to SpecC.
(20)

Legitimate movement of DPext :
a. Structure after T is merged
TP
T

vP

[●x●]
[∗c:ext∗]

v′

DP

[c:◻]

v

VP

[∗c:int∗]

V

b.

DP

[c:int]

AC ≫ MC triggers valuation of DPext next
TP
T

vP

[●x●]
[∗c:ext∗]

v′

DP

[c:ext]

v

VP

[∗c:int∗]

V

DP

[c:int]
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Finally, movement of DPext takes place to SpecT
TP
T′

DP

[c:ext]

T

vP

[∗c:ext∗]

v′

t
v

VP

[∗c:int∗]

V

DP

[c:int]

T7 : Nominative movement, step 1: Agree
Input: [T′ T[*case:ext*],[●X●] [vP DP[case:◻] . . .
. . . [v′ v . . . DP[case:int] . . . ]]]
SHB AC MC
O1 : [TP DP[case:◻] [T′ T[*case:ext*] [vP t . . .
*!
. . . [v′ v . . . DP[case:int] . . . ]]]]
☞ O2 : [T′ T[●X●] [vP DP[case:ext] . . .
*
. . . [v′ v . . . DP[case:int] . . . ]]]
T8 : Nominative movement, step 2: Move
Input: [T′ T[●X●] [vP DP[case:ext] . . .
. . . [v′ v . . . DP[case:int] . . . ]]]
SHB AC MC
☞ O1 : [TP DP[case:ext] [T′ T[●X●] [vP t . . .
. . . [v′ v . . . DP[case:int] . . . ]]]]

2.4.

Extremely Local vs. Less Local Optimization

It is crucial for the analysis that optimization applies to the single derivational
step. If the optimization domain is not the derivational step but rather comprises phrases (phases, clauses, sentences), then a wrong prediction is made
for accusative contexts: Maraudage would be expected to arise, and thus one
would expect (at least some) morphologically accusative languages to exhibit
a restriction on Ā-movement of the accusative argument, parallel to the restriction that shows up in many morphologically ergative languages. To wit, if
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optimization applies at the phrase level, then the order of operations induced
by the accusative type ranking AC ≫ MC is lost: The optimal TP will always
have its specifier filled by DP int before DPext has been assigned case by T, and
thus SHB will force Agree between [∗case:ext∗] on T and DP int , and make
case assignment to DPext impossible. This is shown in tableau T9 .
T9 : TP optimization under AC ≫ MC (“accusative”) ranking: wrong result
Input: T[*case:ext*],[●X●] ⊕ [vP DP[case:int] [v′ DP[case:◻] . . .
. . . [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]
SHB AC MC
′
O1 : [TP DP[case:int] [T′ T [vP t [v′ DP[case:ext] . . .
*!
′
. . . [v v . . . t . . . ]]]]]
☛ O2 : [TP DP[case:ext/int] [T′ T [vP t′ [v′ DP[case:◻] . . .
. . . [v′ v . . . t . . . ]]]]]
Finally, note that the derivation with extraction of the accusative includes a
stage that represents an interesting case of opacity, namely counter-bleeding
(Chomsky 1951, 1975, Kiparsky 1976): When the moved accusative DP int occupies SpecT, one would expect it to maraud T’s case probe, thereby bleeding
nominative case valuation of DPext . However, no such bleeding takes place.
The reason is, of course, that nominative case valuation already took place at
a previous step in the derivation. The interesting aspect of this instance of
counter-bleeding is that it cannot be accounted for representationally by postulating abstract items (like traces). It therefore provides a good argument in
favor of a derivational grammar.
Having presented an optimality theoretic version of the analysis proposed
in Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013), we are now in a position to move on to the
central argument of the present paper. So far, the empirical evidence and theoretical analyses are compatible both with postulating (parametrized) preference principles like Merge before Agree and Agree before Merge (as in Assmann, Georgi et al. 2013), and with postulating local optimization involving
parametrized rankings of violable AC and MC constraints (as in our reconstruction in this section). In what follows, we are going to propose that the
respective ranking established for ergative type languages and accusative type
languages can be overwritten in particular contexts. We suggest that in both
cases this happens in order to satisfy a higher ranked, more specific requirement. This is exactly what one would expect under an optimality-theoretic
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account, but it comes as a surprise under a preference principle-based analysis.

3. Accelerating Move: A Constraint on Dative Movement in
Accusative Systems
The first argument concerns the reversal of the general preference for Agree
over Move. It is based on a restriction against movement of dative arguments
out of ECM-complements in German. The idea is that movement of the dative
applies too early, namely before accusative case agreement can apply, thereby
creating problems for the co-argument of the dative.
3.1. Data
It is a long-standing observation in the literature on German syntax that
extraction of dative arguments out of ECM-complements leads to ungrammaticality (see Höhle 1978: 56-57, Thiersch 1978: 168-169, Fanselow 1986: 4,
Grewendorf 1989: 150, Fanselow 1990: 121). This is illustrated for different contexts and movement types in (21)–(23).
(21)

Scrambling and pronoun movement of a DPdat object from ECM complements:
[ XP den Jungen t1 helfen
a. *dass keiner
[ DP dieser Frau ]1
the boyacc help
that no-onenom
this womandat
sah/ließ ]
saw/let
b. *dass er
[ DP ihm ]1 [ XP den Jungen t1 helfen sah/ließ ]
that henom
himdat
the boyacc help saw/let
c. *weil
mir1 niemand [ XP Karl t1 helfen ließ ]
because medat no-onenom
Karlacc help let

(22)

Wh-movement and topicalization of a DPdat object from ECM complements:
sah/ließ Karl
a. *Wem1
[ XP den Jungen t1 helfen ]?
whomdat saw/let Karlnom
the boyacc help
[ XP den Jungen t1 helfen ]
b. *Dem Lehrer1 sah/ließ Karl
the boyacc help
the teacherdat saw/let Karlnom
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Movement of DPdat from ECM complements with double object constructions:
a. *Wem1 ließ/sah Karl [ XP den Jungen t1 das Buch geben ]?
whomdat let/saw Karl
the boyacc the bookacc give
b. *dass keiner
dieser Frau1
[ XP den Jungen t1 das Buch
that no-onenom this womandat
the boyacc the bookacc
geben ] ließ/sah
give let/saw
c. *dass er
ihm1 [ XP den Jungen t1 das Buch geben ] ließ/sah
the boyacc the bookacc give let/saw
that henom himdat

It is clear that the ungrammaticality of the previous examples cannot be attributed to the extraction of DPdat as such: In other contexts, movement of
a dative argument produces impeccable results, see (24). (24-a) involves whmovement from a finite clause (embedded by a bridge verb); (24-b) is a case
of topicalization from a non-restructuring (i.e., fully clausal) infinitive; and
(24-c) instantiates scrambling from a restructuring infinitive (that we here assume to be a vP).
(24)

Legitimate movement of DPdat in other contexts:
a. Wem1
meint sie [ CP dass wir t1 das Buch geben sollten ]?
whomdat thinks
that we the book give should
b. Diesem Plan1 habe ich abgelehnt [ CP PRO t1 meine
plandat have I rejected
this
my
Unterstützung zu geben ]
support
to give
c. dass ihm1 der Fritz [ vP t1 das Buch zu geben ] versuchte
the book to give
tried
that himdat the Fritz

Here, we would like to put forward the hypothesis that this restriction has the
same source as the ban on ergative movement in morphologically ergative languages: In all of the cases (21)–(23), the dative argument moves too early, and
thus marauds the matrix v’s [∗case:int∗] feature. This ultimately precludes
accusative case assignment to the ECM subject, which consequently leads to
a crash of the derivation.
But there is a complication: German is an accusative language and therefore
exhibits the ranking AC ≫ MC, which would normally order case assignment
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of v to the embedded DPext before an intermediate movement step of the
dative DP to matrix Specv. In order to overcome this problem, we propose that
movement of the dative DP is exceptionally accelerated by a higher-ranked
constraint in this particular context. The constraint in question is one that
regulates proper and improper movement.
Traditionally, the notion of improper movement is meant to cover instances
of a composite movement that decomposes into smaller movements that apply
in a particular order, each targeting positions of different types. A classical
case is movement that first targets a SpecC-position and then a SpecT-position
(called super-raising), as illustrated for English in (25-b).
(25)

Raising vs. Super-Raising in English:
a. Mary1 seems [ TP t1 to like John ]
b. *Mary1 seems [ CP t′1 that t1 likes John ]

In contrast, movement from one SpecT-position to another, as in (25-a), is unproblematic (hence an instance of proper movement). A case of improper
movement from German involves movement to SpecC followed by movement to a scrambling position, presumably a specifier of vP, resulting in longdistance scrambling (26-b). In contrast, movement to an outer Specv from
within the VP of the same clause is unproblematic in German (26-a).
(26)

Long-Distance Scrambling in German:
t1 liest
a. dass das Buch1 keiner
that the bookacc no-one-nom reads
t1 liest ]
b. *dass Karl
das Buch1 glaubt [ CP dass keiner
that no-onenom reads
that Karlnom the bookacc thinks

Interestingly, the assumption that the PIC forces movement to SpecC to proceed via Specv creates a representation in the context of non-clause bound
movement that superficially bears the hallmark of improper movement as it
arises in long-distance scrambling: Compare (27-a,b), which both involve a
local movement step from SpecC to Specv.
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A dilemma for improper movement, given the PIC:
′′
′
a. Welches Buch1 hat [ vP t′′′
1 Karl gemeint [ CP t1 dass [ vP t1
Karl meant
that
which bookacc has
jeder
t1 lesen möge ]]]?
everyone read should
b. *dass Karl
[ vP das Buch1 glaubt [ CP t′′1 dass [ vP t′1
that Karlnom
the bookacc thinks
that
keiner
t1 liest ]]]
no-onenom reads

Thus, any theory of improper movement which exclusively concentrates on
this local step faces the problem of how to account for the difference in grammaticality between (28-a) and (28-b); see Neeleman and van de Koot (2010,
346-347), Bader (2011, ch. 5), and Müller (2013, sect. 2.6.3).
In response to this problem, a new version of a standard theory of improper
movement is proposed in Müller (2013). In what follows, we would like to
suggest that this approach provides the constraint that is responsible for the
early movement of the dative in German ECM-contexts.
3.2.
3.2.1.

Assumptions
Improper Movement

The assumptions about improper movement made in Müller (2013) are the
following. First, it is assumed that edge features are defective copies of categorial features of phase heads. When an edge feature attracts some category,
it values a movement-related feature on this category. In this way, successive
cyclic movement triggered by edge features creates a list on the moved item
that records aspects of the derivational history of its movement. The information on the list is deleted when information of the same type is encountered
in the course of the movement. Finally, there is a constraint to the effect that if
the moved item reaches a criterial landing site, then the functional sequence
of categories (f-seq: C-T-v-V) must be respected on the list containing the history of the movement steps performed by the item so far (cf. Williams 1974,
2003). This constraint will be called the Williams Cycle (an explicit formulation of the Williams Cycle will be given in section 3.2.2).
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To illustrate the mechanics of this, consider the contrast between legitimate
long wh-movement in (28) and illegitimate long-distance scrambling in (29).
(28)

Legitimate long-distance wh-movement:
What2 do you think [ CP C [ TP she1 T [ vP t1 v [ VP said t2 ]]]]? √
( f-seq)
[ CP what[wh∶ CTvVCTvV ] [ C′ C [ TP you think she said ]]]

By assumption, movement of the wh-phrase in (28) proceeds through the specifiers of all phrases on the path to the matrix SpecC. In the embedded clause,
the wh-phrase collects categorial information of all intervening phrase boundaries encountered there, resulting in the partial list C-T-v-V. Movement within
the matrix clause creates the same sequence on the list again, leading to successive deletion of each of the elements on the list collected in the embedded
clause. When the wh-phrase reaches its criterial position, the matrix SpecC,
the list exclusively contains the categorial information collected within the matrix clause: C-T-v-V. Since this sequence is conform with f-seq, the Williams
Cycle is satisfied.
In principle, the derivation of long-distance scrambling proceeds along
the same lines. The difference, however, is that the categorial information
collected in the embedded clause is not fully mirrored by the information
collected in the matrix clause. As a consequence, when the criterial Specvposition is reached not all of the items on the list stemming from the embedded clause have been deleted (29), and the remaining list thus does not
conform to f-seq.7 As a consequence, the Williams Cycle is violated and
ungrammaticality results.
(29)

Illegitimate long-distance scrambling:
*dass Karl
das Buch glaubt [ CP dass keiner
t1 liest ]
that Karlnom the bookacc thinks
that no-onenom reads
[ CP [ C dass ] [ TP Karl [ T′ [ vP [ v′ [ DP das Buch ][Σ∶ vVCTvV ] [ v′ [ v′ glaubt
dass keiner liest ]]]] T ]]]
crash)

7

(*f-seq → *Williams Cycle →

It is assumed here that scrambling is ultimately triggered by a feature Σ on v, see Grewendorf
and Sabel (1999), Sauerland (1999).
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3.2.2. Exceptional Case Marking in German
German ECM complements lack typical properties associated with TP (or CP)
(von Stechow and Sternefeld 1988, Fanselow 1991, Wurmbrand 2001). For instance, they do not host any separate temporal specification, there is obligatory wide scope for negation, and there is a systematic absence of zu (‘to’), see
(30-a-c). The conclusion from this is that XP in the examples (21)–(23) is vP.
(30)

German ECM complements are vPs:
a. *Wir sehen [ vP ihn
den Diener erschossen haben ]
we see
himacc the servantacc shot
have
b. Wir lassen [ vP den Diener den Mann nicht schlagen ]
we let
the servantacc the manacc not hit
‘We do not make/allow the servant (to) hit the man.’
c. *Wir hören [ vP ihn
zu schnarchen ]
we hear
himacc to snore

3.3. Analysis
Against this background, consider now the analysis of extraction of a dativemarked argument out of ECM complements in German. In this configuration,
matrix v has a dual role (see (31-a)): First, it assigns accusative case to the
ECM subject (i.e., it bears [∗case:int∗]), and secondly, it has an (edge) feature
to effect the (intermediate) movement step. Thus, the derivation faces the
familiar conflict between Agree and Move on the vP cycle.
Under the accusative type ranking AC ≫ MC, this conflict is expected to
be resolved by giving preference to Agree over Move. But note now that a
moved dative DP originating in the embedded ECM complement (and having
been assigned lexical case there by V) has a chance on the matrix vP-cycle
to immediately remedy temporary f-seq violations on the feature list of its
movement-related feature, and to thereby satisfy the Williams Cycle (WC)
quickly.8 The specific version of WC that is required for this to happen is
given in (31). It is formulated such that a temporary violation can be initiated

8

For this to be the case, it is crucial that ECM complements in German are vPs, not TPs (or
V clusters, for that matter).
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without violating WC, which must be possible given that WC is ranked high
(above AC).9
(31)

Williams Cycle (WC):
If categorial information on a list of a movement-related feature does
not conform to f-seq (C-T-v-V) in the input, it must conform to f-seq
in the output.

Assuming that WC in (31) outranks AC in German, movement of the dative
DP to Specv will have to precede case assignment by v to the embedded DPext
in German (32-b). The competition is shown in tableau T10 . Together with the
SHB, this gives rise to maraudage of v’s case feature [∗case:int∗], see (32-c) and
tableau T11 , and the derivation will ultimately crash because the embedded
DPext ’s case feature remains permanently unvalued.
(32)

Illegitimate movement of DPdat from ECM complements:
a. Structure after matrix v is merged; DPdat almost satisfies f-seq
vP
VP
DP
[Σ: VvV ]
[c:dat]

v

[●d, x●]
′ [∗c:int∗]
V

vP

t′

V
v′
v′

DP
[c:◻]

VP
...t ...

9

v
V

Note that there is a certain similarity with anti-faithfulness constraints in phonology here;
see Alderete (2001). Also see Baković and Wilson (2000) on targeted constraints.
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WC ≫ AC ≫ MC triggers movement of DPdat to Specv
vP
v′

DP
[Σ: VvV ]
[c:dat]

VP

t′′

v

[●d●]
[∗c:int∗]

V′
vP

t′

V
v′
v′

DP

[c:◻]

VP
...t ...
c.

v
V

SHB triggers maraudage of v
vP
v′

DP
[Σ: VvV ]
[c:dat]

VP

t′′

v

V′
vP

t′

[●d●]
[∗c:int∗]

V
v′
v′

DP

[c:◻]

VP
...t ...

v
V
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T10 : Dative movement in ECM contexts, step 1: Move
Input: DPext ⊕ [v′ [VP DP[case:dat] [vP . . . DP[case:◻] . . .
. . . v ]] v[*case:int*],[●X●],[●D●]]
SHB WC AC MC
′′
☞ O1 : [v′ DP[case:dat] [v′ [VP t [vP . . . DP[case:◻] . . .
* *
. . . v ]] v[*case:int*],[●D●]]]
O2 : [v′ [VP DP[case:dat] [vP . . . DP[case:int] . . .
*!
**
. . . v ]] v[●X●],[●D●]]
O3 : [vP DPext [v′ [VP DP[case:dat] [vP . . . DP[case:◻] . . .
*! * *
. . . v ]] v[*case:int*],[●X●]]]
T11 : Dative movement in ECM contexts, step 2: Agree (maraudage)
Input: DPext ⊕ [v′ DP[case:dat] [v′ [VP t′′ [vP . . .
. . . DP[case:◻] . . . v ]] v[*case:int*],[●D●]]] SHB WC AC MC
′
☞ O1 : [v DP[case:int/dat] [v′ [VP t′′ [vP . . .
*
. . . DP[case:◻] . . . v ]] v[●D●]]]
O2 : [v′ DP[case:dat] [v′ [VP t′′ [vP . . .
*!
*
. . . DP[case:int] . . . v ]] v[●D●]]]
O3 : [vP DPext [v′ DP[case:dat] [v′ [VP t′′ [vP . . .
*!
. . . DP[case:◻] . . . v ]] v[*case:int*]]]]

3.4.

Extremely Local vs. Less Local Optimization

This time, assuming larger optimization domains like the phrase does not
make a wrong prediction: At the vP phrase level, WC, MC and AC are all
satisfied, and SHB will continue to pick a maraudage output. Of course, the
analysis is nevertheless also compatible with an approach where optimization
applies at the step-level, as illustrated.
3.5.

Consequences

The approach makes at least one interesting additional prediction, but it also
raises various questions. In what follows, these issuess are briefly addressed.
First, if there is no embedded DPext in what is otherwise the same construction, then the prediction is that movement of the dative DP should be fine
because there is no external co-argument DP that could violate the case filter
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after early (WC-driven) movement of the dative DP from the ECM infinitive
to the matrix Specv position. This prediction is borne out. Consider the socalled lassen-passive construction in (33), where the external argument of the
embedded infinitive is demoted exactly as in standard passive constructions
(including the option of realizing it as a PP, not indicated here) even though
no morphological reflex of passive is present; see Höhle (1978), among many
others.
(33)

DPdat movement where an embedded DPext is not present:
gestern/gerne [ XP t1
a. dass keiner
[ DP dieser Frau ]1
that no-onenom
this womandat yesterday/gladly
helfen ließ ]
help let
b. dass er
[ DP ihm ]1 gestern/ungern
[ XP t1 helfen ließ ]
himdat yesterday/reluctantly
that henom
help let
ließ Karl
gestern/ungern
[ XP t1 helfen ] ?
c. Wem1
whomdat let Karlnom yesterday/reluctantly
help
[ XP t1
gestern/ungern
d. Dem Lehrer1 ließ Karl
the teacherdat let Karlnom yesterday/reluctantly
helfen ]
help

This effect is fully parallel to the one identified in Assmann, Georgi et al. (2013)
with respect to legitimate ergative movement in the absence of an internal
argument DP that requires structural (i.e., absolutive) case.
Second, there is the question as to why extraction of dative DPs becomes
possible again if the predicate of the ECM complement is an unaccusative verb.
The problem here is that the embedded DP int gets case from the matrix v and
does not block dative movement; see (34) (from Fanselow 1990).
(34)

DPdat movement is fine in unaccusative contexts:
a. *dass mir1 niemand [ XP Karl t1 helfen ] ließ/saw
Karldat help
let/saw
that medat no-onenom
b. dass mir1 niemand [ XP t1 ein Unglück zustoßen ] ließ/sah
an accident happen to let/saw
that medat no-onenom
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This problem is solved if there is no vP with unaccusative predicates, pace
Legate (2003). Under this assumption, WC does not force early DPdat movement because there is no improper f-seq when DPdat enters the matrix VP
domain; hence, there is no maraudage.
Third, one may wonder what happens if DPs with other cases undergo extraction from ECM complements. It turns out that DPacc can undergo such
movement easily (see (35), (36)). In contrast, DP gen movement is arguably
much more restricted, see (37).
(35)

Scrambling of a DPacc object from ECM complements:
a. dass der Kollege
[ DP den Antrag ]1 [ XP seine
his
that the colleaguenom
the proposalacc
Mitarbeiter t1 gerade schreiben lässt ]
co-workersacc currently write
lets
b. dass [ DP den Antrag ]1 der Kollege
[ XP seine
that
the proposalacc the colleaguenom
his
Mitarbeiter t1 gerade schreiben lässt ]
co-workersacc currently write
lets

(36)

Pronoun movement of a DPacc object from ECM complements:
a. dass er
es1 [ XP den Jungen t1 lesen sah ]
that henom itacc
the boyacc read saw
b. dass er
es1 [ XP den Jungen t1 machen ließ ]
that henom itacc
the boyacc make let

(37)

Movement of a DP gen object from ECM complements.
a. Karl
sieht/lässt den Jungen der Toten gedenken
Karlnom sees/lets the boyacc the dead gen commemorate
b. ?*dass derer/der Toten keiner
den Jungen gedenken
that they gen /the dead gen no-onenom the boyacc commemorate
sieht/lässt
sees/lets
den Jungen gedenken
c. ?*Der Toten1 sieht/lässt Karl
the dead gen sees/lets Karlnom the boyacc commemorate

This would follow without further ado if maraudage is blocked if exactly the
same case is involved; and genitive and accusative are sufficiently different.
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4. Decelerating Move: Mobility of Lexical/Oblique Arguments in
Ergative Systems
The second argument deals with a reversal of the general preference for Move
over Agree. Starting point is the observation that not all morphologically ergative languages exhibit the ban against extraction of the ergative subject.
4.1.

Data

In some morphologically ergative languages, the ergative extracts freely
and without any special morphology (such as the agent focus morphology encountered in many Mayan languages). Below, this is illustrated for
Chol (Mayan), Basque (isolate), Avar (Nakh-Dagestanian), and Pitjantjatjara
(Pama-Nyungan).
(38)

Wh-movement of DPerg in Chol (Coon 2010: 226, Coon et al. 2011):
a. Maxki1/2 tyi y-il-ä
(t1 ) aj-Maria (t2 )?
asp a3-see-dtv
det-Maria
who
‘Who saw Maria?’ / ‘Who did Maria see?’
b. Maxki1 tyi y-il-ä
t1 a-wakax?
who prfv a 3-see-dtv a 2-cow
‘Who saw your cow?’

(39)

Wh-movement of DPerg in Basque (Hualde and Ortiz de Urbina 2003):
Nork1 lagunduko die t1 sure lagunei?
who.erg help.fut aux your friends.dat
‘Who will help your friends?’

(40)

Relativization of DPerg in Avar (Polinsky et al. 2011):
y-ač:-un
repetici-yal-de
[ Ø.erg1 t1 Qoloqana-y yas
unmarried-ii girl.abs rehearsal-obl-loc ii-bring-ger
y-ač’-ara-y
] artistka1 bercina-y y-igo.
ii-come-prtc-ii actress.abs beautiful-ii ii-aux
‘The actress that brought the young girl to the rehearsal is pretty.’

(41)

Relativization of DPerg in Pitjantjatjara (Bowe 1990: 101):
Wati panya [ Ø.erg1 t1 waru atu-ntja-lu
] ngayu-nya u-ngu.
man anaph
wood chop-inf-erg 1.sg-acc give-past
‘The man who chops wood gave me some.’
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The idea of the analysis will be that extraction of the ergative subject is an
option in these languages because Agree exceptionally applies before Merge
on the TP-cycle despite the ergative ranking MC ≫ AC.
4.2.

Assumptions

We propose that the possibility of moving the ergative argument in these languages is due the nature of the ergative case involved. More precisely, we
would like to suggest that ergative case in Chol, Avar, Basque, and Pitjantjatjara is not structural but lexical (see Nash 1996, Alexiadou 2001, Woolford
1997, 2001, Legate 2008 for related claims). However, our overall argument
here presupposes the theory of argument encoding put forward in Müller
(2009), which is based on the idea that ergative type encoding systems involve
a marked case [∗case:int∗] on v, which is spelled out as ergative case.
In order to reconcile these two views, we make the following assumptions.
The case probe [∗case:int∗] representing internal structural case is in fact composed of the two subfeatures [–obl] and [+gov]. (Similarly, [∗case:ext∗] is
actually composed of [–obl] and [–gov].) Here, [±gov] maintains the external/internal distinction, and [–obl] indicates that the cases associated with T
and v are structural (non-oblique). Such a decomposition of case features is
first and foremost motivated by morphological considerations relating to syncretism: This way, natural classes of cases can be defined by referring to underspecified case information on morphological case exponents (e.g., [–obl]
captures the natural class of structural cases – nominative and accusative in
accusative systems, and absolutive and ergative in ergative systems; [+gov]
captures the natural class of accusative/ergative, dative, and other governed
cases; and so on); cf. Bierwisch (1967), Wiese (1999), and much recent work
in Distributed Morphology.
In what follows, we will make use of case decomposition in the syntax. Accordingly, DP arguments bear unvalued variants of these subfeatures: [obl:◻]
and [gov:◻]. A DP is valued with ergative (or, for that matter, accusative) case
if its case subfeatures are valued [case:–obl,+gov]. In morphologically ergative languages with a structural ergative, these two case subfeatures are located
on v. From there, they compositionally value case on DPext . Thus, here everything still works exactly as laid out above – the fine structure of the case feature
may be relevant in morphology, but is in fact invisible in syntax. For languages
with a lexical ergative, we assume that v only bears [–obl] while [+gov] is
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located on V; i.e., internal case is split between a [∗case:–obl∗] probe on v
and a [∗case:+gov∗] probe on V. This reflects the hypothesis that lexical ergative is assigned by V in interaction with v. In addition, we assume that the
two subfeatures [–obl] and [+gov] involved in lexical case assignment differ
with respect to the structural conditions they require for entering into Agree:
For [–obl], m-command is sufficient (see (8)); but the [+gov] feature on V
that makes the composite case lexical is discharged under a stricter locality
condition: It must c-command the goal that it is supposed to establish Agree
with. This corresponds to the observation that “pure” lexical case assignment
(e.g., a lexically assigned genitive in German) typically ends up on the lowest
argument DP of a predicate (see Fanselow 2001).10
Next, we propose that arguments with partially valued case are inactive
in the sense that they are invisible for structure-building features triggering
Merge (cf. Richards 2008; also cf. Chomsky’s 2001 Activity Condition). As a
consequence, inactive elements cannot undergo movement. This is explicitly
stated by the constraint in (42).
(42)

Activity Condition (ActC):
Inactive elements cannot undergo movement.

Thus, DPs that have at least one but not yet all of their case features valued
must first finish valuation before they can undergo movement. In contrast,
DPs that have their case features completey valued – or completely unvalued
– are active.11 The guiding hypothesis here is that there is a general contiguity
requirement for syntactic operations: An operation consisting of several subparts must be fully completed once it has begun before the affected item can
be accessed by other operations (i.e., qualify as active).
Finally, given that lexical (i.e., V-based) [+gov] on V can only be assigned
under c-command, and given that v-V does not c-command Specv, something
10

No such strict c-command requirement holds for [+gov] on v, where it is not a lexical case
feature. This presupposes that [+gov] on v (structural case) and [+gov] on V (lexical case)
can be distinguished accordingly. Given the minimal contextual difference (part of v vs. part
of V), this would seem to be unproblematic.
11
There is evidence suggesting that a DP that has not received any case value so far must not
qualify as inactive under these assumptions, and can accordingly undergo movement. First,
this is required by classical approaches to case-driven raising; second, it is in fact required
for the derivation of constructions involving absolutive movement in ergative systems under
present assumptions; recall the derivation in (18).
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needs to be said about how [+gov] can eventually be assigned to an external
argument DP in Specv. The obvious conclusion would seem to be that this is
effected by v-V-to-T movement; T c-commands Specv. We will assume that
this is indeed correct. If so, there are basically two options how the required
head movement operation can be brought about. First, it might be that v-V-toT movement must independently exist in a language to make lexical ergative
assignment possible; this would imply that a lexical ergative results from the
conspiracy of two independent parameter settings (viz., (a) [+gov] on V (not
v) and (b) obligatory v-V-to-T movement). Second, it might be that the need
for V to get rid of its lexical case subfeature [+gov] may directly trigger v-V-toT movement, as an instance of repair-driven movement (see Heck and Müller
2000), and irrespective of any general parameter setting for the head movement operation. Since nothing hinges on this, we will not choose between the
two options in what follows; we tentatively adopt the first option for reasons
of exposition alone.12
4.3.

Analysis

Imagine a scenario where DPext is supposed to undergo Ā-movement in an
ergative system where the ergative is lexical. Given MC ≫ AC, DPext is
merged before v can trigger Agree; the same ranking may also be assumed
to trigger V-to-v movement early. After being merged in Specv, DPext ’s case
feature is partially valued by [∗case:–obl∗] on v (due to the SHB), yielding
[case:–obl,◻]. However, DPext is not in the c-command domain of v-V, so
the remaining (lexical case) probe [∗case:+gov∗] cannot participate in Agree
at this point. As a consequence, DPext is inactive when T is merged; see (43-a).
Due to the ranking ActC ≫ MC ≫ AC, the inactive DPext now cannot immediately move to SpecT once T has been introduced into the structure, despite the presence of the “ergative” ranking MC ≫ AC. However, this ranking
successfully triggers head movement of v-V to T; see (43-b). At this point,
12
Another issue that must be clarified in this context but is orthogonal to our main concerns
is how head movement of V to v, and subsequently of v to T, can result in proper c-command
by V (of Specv, as required for lexical case valuation, but also of its own trace). A standard
solution to this problem is to minimally relax the locality condition on c-command, such that
if a head α is adjoined to another head β, α c-commands whatever β c-commands (see Baker
1988). Alternatively, following Roberts (2010), we may assume that complete copying of a
feature set derives the effects of head movement (without actual movement taking place). The
copying operation would then also comprise the case feature [+gov] on V.
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there are two case probes in v-V-T: On the one hand, there is [∗case:–obl,–
gov∗] (i.e., [∗case:ext∗]) on T, and on the other hand, there is the partial
probe [∗case:+gov∗] on V. There are four possibilities as to what can happen
next. T’s case probe may undergo Agree with DP int , T’s case probe may undergo Agree with DPext , V’s partial case probe may undergo Agree with DP int ,
or V’s partial case probe may undergo Agree with DPext . The present system
does not distinguish between these four options; they all satisfy ActC, violate MC once, and violate AC once. (In contrast, movement of DPext would
fatally violate ActC.) Suppose that the first option is chosen: [∗case:–obl,–
gov∗] on T undergoes Agree with DP int , valuing the latter’s case feature, as
in (43-c). Then, in the next step, [∗case:+gov∗] on V values DPext , which
must still be in situ, given ActC; see (43-d). However, after this final Agree
operation, DPext is active again, and it can and must finally undergo the intermediate movement step to SpecT; cf. (43-e). Of course, this means that
movement of DPext comes too late to maraude T’s absolutive case feature for
DP int . Hence, extraction of the lexically ergative-marked DPext does not lead
to ungrammaticality.
(43)

Legitimate movement of DPerg if the ergative is lexical
a. Structure after T is merged; partial case assignment to DPext
TP
T

[●x●]
[∗c:–obl∗]
[∗c:–gov∗]

vP
v′

DP

[c:–obl]
[c:◻]

v

[∗c:–obl∗]

v

VP
V

[∗c:+gov∗]

tV

DP

[c:◻, ◻]
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b.

ActC ≫ MC ≫ AC blocks movement of DPext ; permits movement of v-V
TP
T

vP

v

V

[●x●] [c:–obl,◻]
[∗c:–obl∗]
[∗c:–gov∗]
tv

[∗c:–obl∗]

[∗c:+gov∗]

v

T

v′

DP

VP
tV

DP
[c:◻, ◻]

c.

ActC ≫ MC ≫ AC blocks movement of DPext ; permits Agree(T,
DP int )
TP
T

vP

v

V

[●x●] [c:–obl,◻]
[∗c:–obl∗]
[∗c:–gov∗]
tv

[∗c:–obl∗]

[∗c:+gov∗]

v

T

v′

DP

VP
tV

DP
[c:–obl]
[c:–gov]

d.

Agree(V, DPext ) renders DPext active
TP
T
v

v

[∗c:–obl∗]

vP
T

V

[∗c:+gov∗]

DP

v′

[●x●]
[c:–obl]
[∗c:–obl∗] [c:+gov]
[∗c:–gov∗]
tv

VP
tV

DP
[c:–obl]
[c:–gov]
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DPext finally moves but comes too late to effect maraudage
TP
T′

DP
[c:–obl]
[c:+gov]

T

v

v

[∗c:–obl∗]

vP
T

V

v′

t

[●x●]
[∗c:–obl∗]
[∗c:–gov∗]

[∗c:+gov∗]

tv

VP
tV

DP
[c:–obl]
[c:–gov]

The relevant competitions are given in tableaux T12 , T13 , and T14 . Note that
there are four locally optimal continuations O2 –O5 (that all carry out an Agree
operation) in T12 (which illustrates the crucial step from (43-b) to (43-c)), in
addition to O1 , which executes movement of DPext and thereby fatally violates
ActC. However, of these four optimal outputs only O2 (where T undergoes
Agree with DP int ) will eventually lead to a well-formed output: In O3 and
O5 , DPext gets its case valued (by T and V, respectively), which means that
it becomes active and will have to move in the next step, thereby marauding
case features required for DP int . Similarly, O4 will invariably lead to a crash
because DP int undergoes Agree with V here, and will therefore never acquire
a fully specified case feature. (Alternatively, DPext will fail to do so if DP int
marauds T’s features as well; note that we assume that a case probe cannot
distribute its decomposed feature values over different goals.)
Assuming a continuation with O2 , tableau T13 shows that the situation is
still such that DPext cannot move without fatally violating ActC.
Finally, tableau T14 illustrates the trivial final competition on the TP cycle:
DPext is now active, and movement can finally be carried out.
4.4.

Extremely Local vs. Less Local Optimization

As with the very option of accusative movement under present assumptions,
an argument for extremely local optimization emerges in the case of deceler-
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T12 : Lexical ergative movement, step 1: Agree(T,DP int )
Input: [TP v-V[*c:+gov*]-T[*c:–obl,–gov*],[●x●]
[vP DP[c:–obl,◻] . . . DP[c:◻, ◻] ]]
ActC MC AC
O1 : [TP DP[c:–obl,◻] v-V[*c:+gov*]-T[*c:–obl,–gov*]
*!
**
[vP t . . . DP[c:◻] ]]
☞ O2 : [TP v-V[*c:+gov*]-T[●x●]
[vP DP[c:–obl,◻] . . . DP[c:–obl,–gov] ]]
* *
☞ O3 : [TP v-V[*c:+gov*]-T[●x●]
[vP DP[c:–obl,–obl,–gov] . . . DP[c:◻, ◻] ]]
* *
☞ O4 : [TP v-V-T[*c:–obl,–gov*],[●x●]
[vP DP[c:–obl,◻] . . . DP[c:◻,+gov] ]]
* *
☞ O5 : [TP v-V-T[*c:–obl,–gov*],[●x●]
[vP DP[c:–obl,+gov] . . . DP[c:◻, ◻] ]]
* *
T13 : Lexical ergative movement, step 2: Agree(V,DPext )
Input: [TP v-V[*c:+gov*]-T[●x●]
[vP DP[c:–obl,◻] . . . DP[c:–obl,–gov] ]]
ActC MC AC
O1 : [TP DP[c:–obl,◻] v-V[*c:+gov*]-T
[vP t . . . DP[c:–obl,–gov] ]]
*!
*
☞O2 : [TP v-V-T[●x●]
[vP DP[c:–obl,+gov] . . . DP[c:–obl,–gov] ]]
*
T14 : Lexical ergative movement, step 3: Move(T,DPext )
Input: [TP v-V-T[●x●]
[vP DP[c:–obl,+gov] . . . DP[c:–obl,–gov] ]] ActC MC AC
☞O1 : [TP DP[c:–obl,+gov] v-V-T
[vP t . . . DP[c:–obl,–gov] ]]

ating ergative movement if the ergative is lexical, and it does so for essentially
the same reason: If the whole TP (or an even larger domain) is considered, the
ban on ergative movement that follows from the ranking MC ≫ AC cannot be
circumvented anymore. ActC is of course fulfilled at the TP level; and with
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DPext in SpecT, there should be maraudage of T’s case features by DPext , given
the SHB. As before, there is thus a counter-bleeding effect that is unproblematic if one derivational step is considered after the other, but that creates problems for more representational approaches where the relevant distinctions are
lost. This is shown in tableau T15 .
T15 : TP optimization under ActC ≫ MC ≫ AC ranking: wrong result
Input: T[*c:–obl,–gov*],[●x●] ⊕
[vP DP[c:–obl,◻] v-V[*c:+gov*] . . . DP[c:◻, ◻] ]] ActC SHB MC AC
O1 : [TP DP[c:–obl,+gov] v-V-T
[vP t . . . DP[c:–obl,–gov] ]]
*!
☛ O2 : [TP DP[c:–obl,+gov,–obl,–gov] v-V-T
[vP t . . . DP[c:◻, ◻] ]]

5. Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we have tried to defend four related claims.
First, it seems to be a fact that given standard minimalist assumptions about
structure-building, competition between Merge (Move) and Agree can arise
in the derivation. In particular, such a situation occurs when the head of a
phrase has to carry out more than one operation. On the vP cycle, this is
the case with a v that introduces an external argument DP and assigns structural case (v[∗case:int∗],[●D●]); on the TP cycle this is the case with a T that
triggers an intermediate movement step via an edge feature and also assigns
structural case (T[∗case:ext∗],[●X●] ).
Second, the conflicts that arise between Merge (Move) and Agree can and
must be resolved in one way or the other. We have argued that there may be
no intrinsic, fixed way of resolution; rather, the empirical evidence suggests
that how conflicts are resolved is a matter of parametrization. This can be implemented either by invoking parametrized preference principles (of the type
of the Merge before Move principle in Chomsky 1995, 2001); or by postulating
constraint ranking. Assuming (for concreteness) the latter, we have seen that
MC ≫ AC on the vP cycle gives rise to an ergative encoding system whereas
the reverse resolution strategy following from AC ≫ MC on the vP cycle predicts an accusative encoding system; and that a ranking MC ≫ AC on the
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TP cycle accounts for the immobility of DPs bearing structural ergative case
(because these items move too early, bringing about maraudage of T’s case feature) whereas a reverse ranking AC ≫ MC on the TP cycle correctly predicts
movement of DPs bearing structural accusative case to be possible (because
these items move late, thereby avoiding maraudage of T’s case features).
Third, and most importantly, we have argued that the ban on dative movement from ECM contexts in German, and the option of lexical ergative movement in Chol, Avar, Basque, and Pitjantjatjara, can be accounted for straightforwardly if it is assumed that there can be an acceleration of movement in accusative systems that normally give preference to Agree over Merge (Move) in
the case of conflict if this is forced by an independent factor; and that there can
also be a deceleration of movement in ergative systems that normally give preference to Merge (Move) over Agree in the case of conflict if this is forced by an
independent factor. These situations are fully expected under an optimalitytheoretic approach, but less so under a more orthodox minimalist approach
employing (parametrized) preference principles. Thus, a ranking WC ≫ AC
≫ MC on the vP cycle correctly predicts dative movement from German ECM
constructions to be impossible (because it comes too early), and a ranking
ActC ≫ MC ≫ AC on the TP cycle correctly predicts lexically marked ergative subjects to be mobile in Chol, Avar, Basque, and Pitjantjatjara. In contrast,
a modified preference principle like “Agree before Move unless satisfaction of
the Williams Cycle demands otherwise” does not per se look like a plausible
candidate for a constraint of grammar; and the same goes for a modified preference principle like “Move before Agree unless satisfaction of the Activity
Condition demands otherwise”.13
Fourth and finally, the analyses presented in this paper provide evidence
for extremely local serial optimization in syntax, and against less local optimization procedures (including ones where the whole sentence is subject to
a single, parallel optimization): If the domain is larger than the derivational
step, then (i) AC ≫ MC on the vP cycle does not derive accusative encoding
systems; (ii) AC ≫ MC on the TP cycle wrongly blocks accusative movement;
and (iii) ActC ≫ MC ≫ AC on the TP cycle cannot circumvent the ban on
13

That said, it might eventually not be impossible to save the preference principle-based approach, by postulating that only convergent steps are considered, and further assuming that
violations of WC and ActC lead to non-convergence. It is far from obvious, however, that a
simple notion of convergence can be devised that covers all relevant contexts in a natural way;
see Sternefeld (1996) for related discussion.
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ergative movement. The reasonings here rely on standard arguments based
on opacity of rule interaction in generative grammar.
From a more general point of view, the present study can be seen as an attempt to sketch the outlines of a new approach to an empirical domain that
received a lot of attention in earlier work in the Principles and Parameters
tradition but has arguably been given much less attention in more recent minimalist approaches, viz., asymmetries between types of categories with respect
to their extractability. It has often been observed that some kinds of linguistic
expressions are less mobile than others in the sense that they may not cross
domains that are transparent for other items. Such asymmetries have been
noted for objects vs. subjects, for arguments vs. adjuncts, for referential vs.
non-referential phrases, for items that have an “address” vs. others that don’t
(see Manzini 1992), and so on. Standardly, these kinds of asymmetries were
captured by imposing appropriate constraints on empty categories that are assumed to be left behind by displacement operations (cf., e.g., Chomsky’s 1981
Empty Category Principle (ECP) for traces, or the different constraints for
trace vs. pro in Cinque 1990). However, such options do not exist anymore
under minimalist assumptions according to which all constraints are either
principles of efficient computation or imposed by the interfaces (see Chomsky 2001, 2008). Furthermore, traces – as special items enriching the syntactic
ontology for which designated constraints can be formulated – have come to
be widely regarded as suspect from a minimalist viewpoint.14
Taken together, this means that there is a gap in current minimalist approaches to syntax: It is a priori unclear how asymmetries between moved
items can be accounted for. The present approach can be viewed as a program
for filling this gap. The basic premise is that if some items are less mobile than
others, this must be so because their movement may lead to problems elsewhere (i.e., in domains not directly related to the movement operation), either
for themselves or for other items in the clause. We have argued that movement
of certain items (α) may create problems for other, sufficiently similar items
(β). Thus, by pursuing this program, we end up with a relational, co-argumentbased approach to displacement (α cannot move in the presence of β because
α-movement creates problems for β-licensing) of the type that has sometimes
14
This may be so because displacement does not leave a reflex in the original position to begin
with; see Epstein and Seely (2002), Unger (2010), Müller (2011) for some options; or because a
multidominance approach is adopted; see Gärtner (2002), Starke (2001), Abels (2004), Frampton (2004), among others.
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been suggested for case assignment (α is assigned x-case in the presence of β;
see Marantz 1991, Bittner and Hale 1996, Wunderlich 1997, Stiebels 2000, McFadden 2004). More specifically, a common pattern emerges that captures the
legitimate and illegitimate instances of movement discussed in the present paper: On the one hand, movement of some category α that takes place early
on a given cycle brings with it the danger of maraudage of features that would
be needed for the licensing of some other category β, and may thereby lead to
ungrammaticality; this holds for DPs that bear structural ergative case and for
dative DPs that have a chance to immediately remedy a temporary improper
movement configuration.15 On the other hand, movement of some category
α that takes place late on a given cycle will more likely be able to circumvent
maraudage effects for some other category β, and will therefore more often
lead to grammaticality; this holds for DPs that bear structural accusative case
and for ergative DPs where the ergative is lexical and the DP in question is
therefore not yet active (hence, not yet accessible by movement).16 Overall,
then, a simple generalization emerges:
Good things come to those who wait.
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